Describing the landscape, the narrator warns us not to look for detail: "Such a sketch, however, will remain mostly vague" (9). That's a point well taken, for what is true of the landscape is also true of this novel, whose narrative contract is dominated by indeterminacy, where logic and causality are blurred, and wherein the reader-like the protagonists-may well become lost.
We know very little about Louis. He is about forty years old and lives with his five-year-old daughter, Pauline, in Paris. His wife is alluded to, briefly, on a couple of occasions when Louis nostalgically evokes her memory. Clearly, she no longer figures in Louis's life, but we are never told what became of her. That refusal to tell is merely one integer in a literary algorithm that wagers heavily on irresolution and doubt, paving an indistinct narrative highway littered with lacunae and very largely denuded of traditional signposts. Louis himself is sad, passive, and utterly bemused by life; he is moreover a singular man, "not quite like other people, and who in an already long life has nevertheless succeeded in not doing very much" (185). Louis has no friends, except for three army buddies whom he has not seen for twenty years, and whom he is supposed to meet in the forest for a picnic. He doesn't like men very much, we learn. All things considered, he prefers women-but, by his own admission, he doesn't know many women. That he and Pauline should become lost in the forest is inevitable, for Louis is constitutionally lost in the labyrinthine meanders of his life: "At that moment, once again, he didn't know what to do in this forest, where henceforward nothing recalled communion, solidarity, the particular species that humans represent" (48) .
Louis cannot find his own way out of the forest, but, felicitously enough, others find him. First, a young woman forest ranger, euphoniously named Blanche Hazanavicius, whose beauty seduces Louis as much as her competence. Then Dujardin, one of his army buddies, a man as alienated and friendless as Louis himself. Once outside the forest, however, it becomes clear that Louis is still just as lost as he was before, and that his literal situation in the forest was merely a simulacrum of a far more distressing existential condition. He is bewildered by the conventions of soci-2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] , Art. 14 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol26/iss1/14 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1528 ety, and unable to decipher its arcane codes. He finds that he has nothing to say to Dujardin after twenty years, and when he tries to understand Dujardin's social gestures, he loses himself in his interpretive efforts, each more convoluted than the one preceding it. He realizes that Dujardin needs his friendship, but all Louis can think about is Blanche, who may or may not be thinking about him.
In short, Louis is a wanderer-but not by choice, it is important to note. On the contrary, he is constantly looking for the way out of his aimless state. Indeed, it's that very possibility of egress that he sees in his reunion with his former friends: "Louis imagined precisely the meeting with Christian, Philippe, and Dujardin, now, as a break in the indifferent order of things, a fractal event which might coax him out of himself and his solitude" (33). The problem is that the landscape confronting him is one that is undifferentiated; it presents very few asperities, and those, upon close inspection, prove to be for the most part illusory. The narrator's description of the forest, for example, suggests just the sort of smooth, flat surface that Louis encounters wherever he turns: "in forests, each leafy formation, seen from a distance, presents merely a silhouette which is blurred by its intrication with others, offering to the stroller, should he or she stop to gaze at the branches, merely an approximative profile" (9-10). That passage, along with others like it in Le Pique-nique, should properly be read on another level as well, that of metaliterary discourse. For it may also be seen to encode a set of ironic reading instructions that Christian Oster proposes to his reader in order to help him or her find a path through a novel which, on the face of it, presents a panorama of bleak indirection. In other words, Louis is not the only wanderer in this story, not by a long shot. Like him, the narrator seems to wander in the telling of the tale, adrift in narrative possibility and a generalized irresolution of voice. The reader looks in vain for traditional diegetic cues that might adumbrate an identifiable narrative itinerary; in this book about being lost, the reader may have the impression, in the early going especially, of being at a loss. Louis has "lost" his wife-though we don't know how, nor in what sense of the word-weighs heavily upon him, and seems to inflect upon his every gesture; he blunders through his life just as he blunders through the forest. When Pauline disappears, the idea of his own "lostness" comes home to Louis in resounding terms, both literally and figuratively, for he recognizes that he has become "a man who, since the disappearance of his daughter, knows that he is utterly lost, and in whom the apprehension of space, as if by itself, has become a dead function" (63) . The anguish that this recognition inspires in Louis is massive, and he understands that it is in fact merely the crystallization of a sentiment that has haunted him for many years: "A sadness possessed him, which he quickly recognized. He knows this sadness, he has already experienced it. It is his. It has accompanied him for a long time, discreetly, but under reproof it sharpens. And, in the pressure of fear, it changes skin" (69). The crisis of this novel comes at the very moment when Louis is forced to confront the central fact of 4 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] Hunting of the Snark; the empty book Voltaire evokes at the end of "Micromegas"; and, perhaps most directly, the elision of the fifth chapter and the fifth part of Georges Perec's La Disparition.
If the absence of a sign is always the sign of an absence, it is important to read this lacunary moment as a privileged signifier in the economy of the novel as a whole. In an early essay on Edmond Jabes, Jacques Derrida argued that the figure of ellipsis should be understood as pointing toward the book itself as a construct or an idea.5 That seems to me to be perfectly characteristic of the "lost" chapter of Le Pique-nique. In this book about losing and becoming lost, many things go missing, and this elided chapter encapsulates that topos efficiently, marked as it is by the sinister number thirteen. The lacuna interrupts the narrative in a radical, inevitable manner; yet that very process of interruption may, upon reflection, allow us to understand this text more fully.6 Louis has tried and failed to find his daughter. Blanche succeeds where Louis fails, but Louis has no earthly clue how she achieves that. And neither, crucially enough, does the reader of Le Pique-nique.
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] with a bit of dialogue intended to seduce the potential buyer and satisfy his or her curiosity" (58). His tactic is a canny, subtle one. In one apparently simple gesture, he designates that encounter as a fiction embedded in a fictional register that suddenly seems somewhat more "real" by force of contrast; he puts on display the process of embellishment that fiction relies upon; he alludes to the profound hermeneutic impulse that motivates readers; and he reminds us that fiction is a commodity circulating in an economy and directed toward potential consumers-in point of fact toward us. In other words, Oster is playfully directing our attention to the dynamic of textual production that is occurring before our eyes, and that readers, lost in fictions, tend quite naturally to forget.
Once out of the forest and dubiously ensconced in Dujardin's house, Louis wonders why Dujardin didn't seem to notice Blanche in the forest, though she was right before his eyes-or was she? In retrospect, Louis is forced to admit that his perceptions in the forest may have deceived him at times: "Though he himself, Louis, during his wanderings in the forest, had felt several times that he was seeing or believing things that were not there" (142) . Else- where in the text, too, Louis meditates on the problematic distinction of the real and the unreal, casting those categories explicitly in literary terms:
In fact Louis knows exactly what he intends to do, or what he would like to do, now that he has found his daughter, or rather now that the loss of his daughter has been revealed as pure fiction, at the most his daughter inexplicably wandered off for a few long moments, but surely wasn't lost, what Louis wants to do now is to be alone with his daughter and with this piece of paper that is not a fiction, no, and which, in the bottom of his pocket, constitutes the sole trace of this woman rider's brief appearance in his life. (96) (97) If the experience of having lost Pauline, viewed after the fact, seems like a "pure fiction" to Louis, he nevertheless regards the piece of paper with Blanche's telephone number on it as the material guarantor of an encounter that he might otherwise be compelled to interpret as fictional. That is an issue that can only be adjudicated empirically, of course; and Louis's hesitation in placing a call to Blanche is founded in his dread of discovering that he imagined the entire encounter. That hesitation furnishes yet another locus of play for Oster and his reader, for if we disentangle ourselves from the multiple layers of fancy that he interweaves here, we realize that in fact the encounter is a fictional one, imagined by someone in the broader imaginary landscape of a novel. Moreover, fiction "works" in just that way, by imaginings through imaginings.
The little piece of paper with Blanche's phone number may be taken as an objective correlative for the novelistic intrigue itself-here both romantic and romanesque. Oster focuses our attention on it closely, because, more than anything else, it is the thing that links Louis's imagination, Oster's, and our own. Louis's narrative imagination is relatively naive, but the pleasure he takes in stories of his own making is abundant. Alone with his daughter at Dujardin's house, he tells Pauline a story: "he introduced a happy ending to which, as a grand finale, he added a party with all her little friends, represented at a moment's notice by some forks and spoons that Louis found in the kitchen" (163-64). Left to his own devices, that is, he will end his tales happily; and clearly he hopes that the story of Louis and Blanche will end as felicitously as the story he shares with Pauline. The narrative imagination that Christian Oster deploys, however, is somewhat more sophisticated. He plays ironically on Louis's storytelling; and he plays tensively on the reader's sense that something must happen in Le Pique-nique, one way or the other. There is a battle of narrative wills at work in this text, an agonistic that is ludic in nature, and one which is largely unresolved. The promise that the little piece of paper represents will find its confirmation (Blanche will answer Louis's call, she will come to his rescue once again, at Dujardin's house, just as she did in the forest); but the question of whether this novel ends "happily" or not will be left nonetheless very much open.
Another site of ludic exchange in Le Pique-nique involves syntax. Oster proposes a meditation on two levels, local and global, involving on the one hand the syntax of the individual sentence and on the other hand that of the novel. His intent is to make us realize the reciprocal affinities that play between those levels, and that may account for what we know as "style." Often, especially when recording Louis's thoughts or speech acts, Oster constructs his sentences according to a principle of aggregation, with little or no coordination, piling clause upon clause until the whole edifice threatens to collapse, as in this passage where Dujardin calls a friend on the phone, using its automatic dialing function:
Dujardin was perhaps not so solitary after all, mused Louis, and maybe he was acquainted with more people than he was willing to admit, who knows, unless on the contrary, knowing only a very few people, he wished piously to remember them in that ebonite hollow, close to his hand or to his bosom, where, in order to embrace them symbolically, he might think that an index finger would suffice, his own, with a fingernail at its end, rather than the telephone index that one usually leaves next to the phone, an index rendered obsolete by that absolutely modern device. (130) There are several moves in the game here. Most obviously, Oster wishes to persuade us that Louis's "lostness" is more than anything else a state of mind; Louis's thoughts wander, just as he himself wanders in the forest, without any apparent direction or clear goal. The syntax of the sentence is tortured, just as Louis himself is tortured by his solitude and his sense of being apart from the world in which he lives. The syntactic indecision one notes here, the recursive gestures, and the evocation of multiple interpretive possibilities are all closely reflective, in microcosmic form, of Le Pique-nique's structure. That is, this passage, like the one describing the riddle game, may be viewed as a mise-enabyme of the novel as a whole. Finally, the passage effectively projects Louis's own wandering upon the reader, for we become lost in the errant syntax of this sentence, looking ahead for some way out, looking back to see where we went astray.
That 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] Such considerations dawn progressively upon the reader, as it slowly becomes clear that Christian Oster is proposing the story of Louis and his problems as a parable of yet another story, whose protagonist is the reader; and therein lies the final move of Oster's ludic strategy. As I have suggested, our reading experience is very largely mediated through the characters in this novel. From time to time, Oster provides us with reading instructions, wryly encoded in his description of the characters' situation, for instance when Louis is searching for his friends, early on in the novel: "Louis felt that, along with Pauline, he must explore the forest with more rigor from now on, in order to find them" (27) . The "rigor" that Louis has to apply if he is to be successful is the same sort of quality that we must bring to our reading, according to Oster. More generally speaking, the actions of the characters in Le Pique-nique reflect the kinds of reading protocols we test one after the other-with varying degrees of success-as we make our way through the novel. Sometimes those reflections are flattering to us, sometimes they are distinctly unflattering. At certain mo-ments, the reader is bound to feel as lost as Louis, or as nonplused as Dujardin; at other moments, he or she may feel as incisive as Blanche. One thing is certain, however: our reading of Le Pique-nique is constructed through those "others" in a playful dynamic of reciprocity. We see ourselves through those others, we look at ourselves looking at them; and, through that process, we may recognize a projection of ourselves, that figure who may very well be, as Sander Gilman has suggested, the real "other" whom we seek as we read.9
It is in just that perspective that one may interpret Le Piquenique as an irredentist fable. But it is one with a distinct twist. Oster tantalizes the reader with the expectation that Louis will "find himself" at the end of this story. As 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] , Art. 14 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol26/iss1/14 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1528 whether that novel be Eugenie Grandet or Dans le labyrinthe. So do writers, for that matter, who are faced with a bewildering array of narrative possibilities, a garden of forking paths that lead not outward, but rather inward. And indeed, in Christian Oster's opinion, it is just that itinerary of inward, reflective wandering which accounts for the pleasure of the text, both for the writer and for the reader.
Notes invisible and undeterminable, as it completely redoubles and consecrates the book, once more passing each point along its circuit, nothing has budged. And yet all meaning is altered by this lack. Repeated, the same line is no longer exactly the same, the ring no longer has the same center, the origin has played. Something is missing that would make the circle perfect. But within the ellipsis, by means of simple redoubling of the route, the solicitation of closure, and the jointing of the line, the book has let itself be thought as such" (296).
6. See Maurice Blanchot's "L'Interruption" (1964) , where he argues that "Interruption is necessary in every sequence of words; intermittance enables the becoming; discontinuity guarantees the continuity of understanding" (870 9. See Inscribing the Other (1991): "The fictive personalities we are constantly generating are rooted in the internalized dichotomy upon which we construct our world. Thus there is always an Other for us, no matter how we define ourselves. The ultimate Other is the doppelganger, the Other which is our self, but a self projected into the world" (14) . 10 . See Gayatri Spivak's remarks about postmodern literary discourse: "Whereas in other kinds of discourses there is a move toward the final truth of a situation, literature, even without this argument, displays that the truth of a human situation is the itinerary of not being able to find it. In the general discourse of the humanities, there is a sort of search for solutions, whereas in literary discourse there is a
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